January 2019 Newsletter
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!

Dear parents and friends of Cowgate,
Although we had mentioned in the previous newsletter that the next would
be in February, we have decided to make a January one after all, as much
has happened this month, and we would like to share it with you! We hope
you had a lovely Christmas, if you celebrate it, and a happy break!
First in this month’s newsletter is ‘the Funny Things Children Say’ – and we
have captured something Juliette said; then we move on to our THANK
YOU to you for your kind words to all the staff at Christmas time and for
your thoughtful gifts. Lynn also wanted to add some of the comments from
some of the cards we have received (it is SO lovely to be appreciated). Next
is ‘Meet the Parent’ – Nik Bizas, father of Alex, and then comes ‘Meet the
Person who Looks after and Cares for Your Child’ – this week it is Simon
Bateson. In ‘Cowgate News and Notices’, we take the opportunity to
introduce Freedom, our new Support Service Officer; we thank you for your
generous donations to the Edinburgh Food Project and to Meskele (our
sponsored child), and tell you about a social enterprise organisation which
we have chosen to support, who wish to send rough sleepers to the
developing world to build a school. This section also brings you the lovely
news that a book which Lynn is editing and has contributed chapters to has
been formally accepted by its publishers, and shares photos of happy
festive memories at Cowgate Under 5s Centre.
In our ‘For Your Interest’ section we have two articles and one invitation
that may be of interest: the articles are: ‘Still have your childhood teddy?
The psychological power of the toys we keep’ and ‘Early Childhood
Education and Care institutions provide for 1- to 3-year-olds’ risky play’,
and the invitation is from a former parent, to take part in New Year and
Fire Light celebrations.

The Funny Things Children Say
Arthur and Finlay brought in a Christmas card that they had made. All the
children loved it. Claire asked the children, “Where shall we put it?” Juliette
responded by saying, “On my peg.” She loved it so much she wanted to take it
home!

Meet the Parent: Nikolaos (Nik), Alex’s Dad

1. What was your favourite thing to do
when you were a child?
Playing with my small group of close friends,
exploring urban Athens and my mountain
village in the north of Greece - and
swimming in the sea, which I miss terribly
every single day.
2. What is the thing you love most about
being a parent?
3. What kind of things do you like
doing in your job?

The opportunity to help my wonderful child
flourish and make the most of his life.

Helping develop programmes that
have a positive impact on the
more disadvantaged children and
families in the UK, and working in
child safeguarding to help families
in distress as much as I can.

4. What do you do when you are
not there?
I am there for my child and wife helping and supporting them any
way I can! I also enjoy the
occasional video game (when I
can find the time).

5. What do you like about Cowgate?
Everything. Its child-centred, Froebelian,
empowering approach to working with
children and helping them flourish. Every
time I pick my son up, I am reminded I
couldn't have picked a better nursery to
send him to.

6. What is your view of the child and childhood?
Childhood is a time of wondrous living, learning and development - both for
children and parents! As parents, I believe we have a duty to help our children
make the most of this unique time in their life and safeguard their rights, rather
than just focus on where we want them to be as adults; this is the only way they
can reach their full potential.

7. If there was one thing you would
change about Cowgate, what would
it be?
I wouldn't change a thing!

8. What kinds of things do you like
doing as a family?
Spending time together, seeing our
grandparents as often as possible,
exploring learning opportunities for
Alexander, travelling the world!

9. Is there anything else you would like to add?
Have a fantastic holiday break everyone!

Meet the People Who Care For and Educate
Your Child: Simon

Which part of Cowgate’s ethos do you
feel most passionate about?
As a Cowgate parent (which I was before
starting my training) what grabbed me
the very first time I visited the nursery
was how beautifully respectful the staff
are towards the children they work
alongside. Inspired by Froebel’s
teaching, everyone engages with the
children so holistically, with such trust,
love and interest in their growing
perspectives - as well as an unshakeable
belief in the children’s capacity for
kindness and creativity. Witnessing this,
it was natural to see the children
thriving: so free, emotionally safe (to
share what they feel and need), and
uniquely gifted.

What’s your top handy hint for treating
children as creative and productive
people?
Gosh - I’m still learning so much from
the Cowgate team (everyone has such
great gifts - crafty, musical, all deeply
caring) but perhaps what I’m most
tuned into right now is the immense
skill they all share of simply giving
children space to “be”. This is especially
impressive in those moments when it
feels most tempting to jump in, “rescue”
or direct children’s play and
relationships. Skilfully “holding back”
and waiting for the gift in each moment.
It’s definitely an art form.

What’s your favourite way to spend
the weekend?
I have a habit of taking on too much…
so favourite weekends are often the
ones where I find myself simply
hanging out with my family (including
Leah, 5 and Corran, 2), with nowhere to
be, no impulse to “achieve” anything,
no “life admin” wanting attention…
Those days when we get to happily
mooch alongside each other - reading
stories, doodling, dozing, gardening…
maybe dancing to a few favourite
tunes. It’s a precious gift.

What would you put into ‘Room 101’?
Cynicism.

If you could choose any holiday
destination, where would it be and
why?
I’m increasingly drawn back to places I
have a relationship with already. Wild…
breezy… sunkissed… That could describe
the Italian mountains, the West African
coast, or Southern India… But most of all
I just love going back to the Scottish
islands. I lived for a year on a tidal island
just off North Uist which I’ve come to
love dearly, and I love getting to visit it.
I’d also really like to spend more time in
Orkney and Shetland.

What would you take with you to a desert island?
Some friends and I had fun last year meeting once a month to share our “Desert
Island Discs”. One person would talk us through their 8 tracks… we’d pause for
pudding… and then everyone would share a tune they’d been enjoying more recently
(Beyonce got quite a bit of airplay in 2017). It was a brilliant way to connect on a new
level with people I’ve known for ages. But on a real desert island? Well, it would have
to be a grand piano.
What’s your funniest Cowgate story?
Trevor regularly makes me (and the children) laugh with hilarious tourist-themed chat
as we walk up to our Forest School in the morning. And being called
“Someone” (Simon?) by more than one Cowgate friend always brings a smile to my
face!

Cowgate News and Notices
Thank you!

Ryan’s card had the following message: “To the
lovely staff at Cowgate. Wishing you a very happy
Christmas! Thank you for taking such great care of
Ryan! Hope you all have a wonderful holiday and a
happy new year! With love Ryan and family.”

Angus’s family wrote:
“Dear all, You are all so kind and thoughtful with
Angus, and we really appreciate the amazing
work you do at Cowgate: it’s such a joyful place:
Have a great holiday! Robert.
To all at Cowgate – We cannot thank you enough
for looking after Angus…so well and so kindly.
You are all absolute stars and we are all learning
lots from you. Have a lovely rest and see you soon.
P.s. it is a joy seeing all the children when I drop
Angus off. Lucy.
Thank you to everyone very much to let me come
to Cowgate! Merry Christmas! Love from Angus
(to my surprise Angus really said all this).”

Emma’s family wrote:
“Thank you so much for all the time, effort, love and kindness shown to our little
Emma. She is now very happy to go to Cowgate and she is enjoying her time there
so much she doesn’t want to go home when I come to pick her up. I see her growing
in confidence day after day and making some very nice friends.
A special thank you to Karen, Kate and Claire for all your support and kindness
during these months. It has been an emotional journey with a difficult start but we
felt all your support and effort to help us during the settling in period helped. We
cannot thank you enough for all the things you have done for us. We feel very lucky
to be part of Cowgate’s little community.
Warmest greetings of this festive season and best wishes for Happiness in the New
Year!!!
A big thank you from Alice, Alessandro and Emma.”
Thank you Emma for baking for us!!! Everyone loved your biscuits J

And Teddy thank you for the tea bags…we love special ‘Tea’ J

Thank you to you all for all your kind words; we have only presented a small sample,
but everything you have said has meant so much.

Support Service Officer
We are pleased to inform you that we have a new Support Service Officer (SSO). His
name is Freedom (very apt name for Cowgate). Freedom started his placement with
us on 17 December. Freedom did have holidays booked from 31/12 to 17/1…so there
will be a temporary replacement during this time.

Support and Fundraising
Thank you so much for your kind donations to support the Edinburgh Food Project.
June, Margaret and Claire baked biscuits, muffins and other treats, and thanks to you,
we were able to raise £180, which, after Gift Aid was added to it, was brought up to
£225! Thank you very much too for your generous contributions to supporting our
sponsored child in Ethiopia, Meskele. So far we have collected £20 pounds of the
£144 needed for her.
As you will be aware, we continually raise money for various causes. Until September
it is our intention to raise money for this organisation, Grassmarket Community
Centre. We have a long and wonderful relationship with this organisation. Please
view the link for more detailed information on their goal to create something
wonderful in a faraway space.
https://www.gofundme.com/9d438-help-us-to-help-them

Book Formally Accepted
I heard today that ‘The Storytelling Book’ that I am editing (and writing two chapters
in) has been formally accepted by Routledge.
Drafts need to be in by January…everything needs to be in place by the end of the
summer break!!!
Good news to receive just before Christmas J

Some Memories from December 2018
Decorating the tree:

Outings to see Christmas decorations in our city:

Making mince pies:

A lovely Christmas lunch:

Festive arts and crafts in the workroom:

Nico’s Christmas wreath:
Nico’s Mum, Sophie, shared these lovely photos of Nico’s Christmas wreath with us.
She wrote, “Nico wanted to show the Stickland adventurers this Christmas wreath
we made at home that includes collected pine cones from Stickland.”

Of Interest
1. ‘Still have your childhood teddy? The psychological power of the toys we
keep’ (by Moya Sarner, 12 Dec 2018:
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/dec/12/still-have-childhood-teddy-psychologicalpower-toys-we-keep )

“Infants often find comfort in ‘transitional
objects’ that help them on the path to
independence. Guardian readers discuss the
security blankets and teddies they have held close.
When he was four years old, Chris had a piece
of blue cloth he took everywhere with him,
which he called Boo-Boo. Now 60, a retired
teacher, husband and father of three adult c
‘Once you’ve been loved you become real’ ... a selection of
children, he still remembers the feeling of
readers’ transitional objects. Composite: Guardian Community
safety he found when he gently rubbed the
soft fabric against his face or between his
fingers. “My Boo-Boo provided me with the comfort and security I craved. I wanted it with me, a
bit like I wanted my mum with me all the time when I was little,” he says.
Shortly before Chris’s first day at school, his mother told him that he could not take his
Boo-Boo with him and that he should throw it into their fire. “I can see it now, the lounge and the
open fire, my mum telling me that I had to throw this Boo-Boo in. I couldn’t have it any more, I
had to grow up. I can’t remember whether I cried or not, I can just feel the anguish. I had a sense
of loss, an emptiness, without understanding.”
Chris does not resent his mother – now approaching 90 – for what happened: “It was a rite
of passage; I detected that it was for my own benefit. It doesn’t cause me distress, I never felt
traumatised, it’s not anything I ever dwelt on,” he says. But he acknowledges that the clarity of
the scene as it replays in his mind, the fondness with which he remembers his Boo-Boo and the
meaning we now know these objects can have for children all suggest this may not be the whole
story.
This piece of cloth had meaning and power and was always with him, whether he was in
bed, walking around the house or playing with friends – “a bit like Linus”, he says. It was through
Linus, the best friend of Charlie Brown and the younger brother of Lucy van Pelt in
the comic strip Peanuts, that the cartoonist Charles M Schulz popularised the term “security
blanket” – Linus was rarely seen without his.
From the Schulz Museum in California, the cartoonist’s widow, Jean, tells me that this idea
came from her husband’s youngest child, Jill, who used to carry a blanket everywhere. “In fact,
she would get out of her bed and sleep curled up on the floor with her blanket outside of the
parents’ room,” she says. “So, that’s kind of sweet – talk about security.”

The most famous adopter of the security blanket ... Peanuts’ Linus
van Pelt. Photograph: Everett Collection/Alamy

The exhibition Good Grief, Charlie Brown!, on
display at Somerset House in London until 3
March 2019, shows that Schulz had a
profound understanding of loss, childhood
and the human condition. His depiction of the
attachment Linus feels for his security blanket
touched something in his readers – and in
Guardian readers, too. When we asked
readers about their favourite earliest
possession, we received stories and
photographs of teddies and blankets that had
been literally loved to bits.

Catherine Jones, 45, from Hull, has Teddy, whom she was given in her first year of primary
school. Ian Robertson, 50, from Whistable in Kent, clung to Panda “even after my brother chewed
one of his eyes out and spat it from the family Vauxhall Viva as we were heading up the M6”; he
now occupies the best chair in his house. Rachel, 45, from Farnham in Surrey, was given Dog after
her grandmother died, so he reminds her of precious family ties.
The origins of Ann Bradley’s Teddy are lost in family lore – it was a gift from either her
mother or her grandmother – but she has gone on to comfort the 58-year-old from Swindon, as
well as her daughter and now her new granddaughter. Flora, who is originally from Scotland and
lives in London, has had a collection of muslin cloths, or Bubbys, for 25 years. She does not sleep
as well without them, so she cannot see herself “parting ways with my beloved Bubbys any time
soon”.
Linus’s security blanket made its first appearance in Peanuts on 1 June 1954, three years
after the paediatrician and psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott wrote his seminal paper on these
“transitional objects”, as he called them; he would later ask Schulz for permission to use Linus’s
blanket as an illustration of his theory.
The transition in Winnicott’s “transitional object” refers to the shift every infant must
make, as he wrote, “from a state of being merged with the mother to a state of being in relation
to the mother as something outside and separate”. Angela Joyce,
the chair of the Winnicott Trust and a fellow of the British Psychoanalytical Society, explains that,
for Winnicott: “There isn’t much distinction, from the baby’s point of view, between the self and
the other; it’s a very merged-in space.” But as the baby develops, as his or her body, memory and
interests in the objects and people around them mature, “many choose something that becomes
special and is used at times of separation”.
A transitional object tends to be chosen in the first six months of life and to have qualities
reminiscent of the mother: it is soft; it can be stroked, cuddled and bitten; and, on a symbolic
level, it links to maternal care. This helps to smooth the edges of the mother’s absence. As gaps
between feeds grow, Joyce explains, “space opens up between baby and mother, occupied by this
special object”. Possessions such as Chris’s Boo-Boo help an infant to navigate the experience of
difference and separation from the mother, inside whom they spent the first nine months of their
existence, so that (with apologies to the Spice Girls) one can become two.

Winnicott says they are about more than comfort: they lead to play, fundamental to the
development of a healthy mind
Winnicott also described it as “the first ‘not me’ possession”, but often the boundary
between the self and the other can seem porous – as it did for Mike Graham. Graham, 72, is a
retired teacher, pub landlord, political adviser and stained-glass window-maker, who lives in
Cumbria with his wife and Ted, “not a teddy bear as such, but a green panda”, he explains.
“I was born just after the war when things were tight,” he says. “Because my mother
couldn’t afford a teddy bear, one of her nursing colleagues made Ted out of the only material she
had – a kind of green hessian, with black felt eyepatches. At present, he looks very dishevelled.” He
has been in Graham’s life for seven decades: “He was a very, very significant part of my childhood
for a while and he’s part of me.”
Until Graham was about eight, he chatted to Ted every night in bed. “I can remember I
really thought I talked to him. He’s a superb listener.” He would tell him significant things that had
happened that day, as a way of sorting things out in his mind, before falling asleep hugging Ted.
Although Ted faded into the background of Graham’s life as he grew older, his significance has
never waned and reasserts itself at times of distress. Graham was living in the West Indies with his
first wife, a diplomat, when he found out she had had an affair. He swiftly left the country. “I was
very upset. I packed a suitcase – it wasn’t even full – and I packed him. I didn’t get the rest of my
belongings for months. But he was a part of me and it was important that I didn’t lose him,” he
says. Ted still represents “stability and durability. Things may change, but he won’t – and that’s still
a source of comfort when times are difficult.”
In Winnicott’s theory, these possessions are
about more than comfort: they lead to play,
which is fundamental to the development of
a healthy mind. In what he calls “the
intermediate space” that opens up between
mother and baby, occupied and stretched by
the transitional object, the child’s imagination
and creativity grow. “It is good to remember
always that playing itself is a therapy,”
Winnicott wrote.
Saskia, 32, works in IT in the south-east of
England. When she was a child, her mother
A reminder of family ties ... Rachel’s Dog. Photograph: Guardian
Community
came home late from work one night with a
rag doll, whom Saskia named Annie. “I quickly
pulled off her hat, so I can only ever remember her being bald, and over a few years she also lost
one eye,” she says. “I used to carry her around by her neck, so her head came off a few times and
my nan had to sew it back on. She’s not the prettiest toy. They say, in [the Margery Williams
children’s book] The Velveteen Rabbit, that once you’ve been loved you become real and you can
only be ugly to those who don’t understand. That’s how it is with old toys.”

Saskia was happy and playful at home, growing up in a loving and supportive family, but
school was difficult. She was highly academic, but struggled socially. In her 20s, she was diagnosed
with Asperger syndrome. Annie was not only a comfort, Saskia believes, but also helped her develop
her artistic side. “I was a quirky, creative kid. I talked to Annie, played games with her, wrote
stories,” she says. This kind of play, she thinks, teaches children “to see the world through the eyes
of someone else. I always wonder if the toys and stories helped me with empathy, which is difficult
for a lot of autistic people.”
While Saskia and Graham no longer cling to Annie and Ted as they used to, Anindita Roulet’s
need for her Kaporji remains as strong as ever. Roulet, a 46-year-old English tutor, lives with her
husband and her two teenage children outside Paris. She was born in London but moved to India to
live with her grandparents in the east Indian city of Jamshedpur when she was one year old,
because her parents were struggling to manage. She has no memories of it, but says: “I’ve seen
some photos and I certainly look like I was having a whale of a time. It’s quite an idyllic life and a
deeply affectionate family. I suspect I was spoilt rotten.”
She explains how her Kaporji, which she translates from Bengali as Sir Cloth, came to be.
“During that year in India, I slept beside my grandmother every night and she wore a white cotton
sari loosely wrapped around her. It was the train of this sari I held on to as I slept.” When Roulet’s
parents came to bring her back to London, the separation from her grandparents was painful for the
two-year-old. But her grandmother packed a couple of cotton saris in her suitcase and Roulet’s
mother cut out a large square for her to take to bed.
So it continued: “After one piece disintegrated, another would replace it – always a piece of
my granny’s sari and no one else’s,” she says. “My mum would stick pieces in the washing machine
to get it softer and softer, so that when I needed a replacement it wasn’t too stiff.” Her memory of
the year spent with her grandmother faded, but her attachment to her Kaporji did not. When a sari
ran out, her grandmother would send more or they would be collected during visits back to India
every few years. “I’m still sleeping with it. I know it’s ridiculous, at 46, but I can’t quite give it up,”
she says.
“It’s very soft and I hold it in a fist in my right hand. My fingers sink into it and it feels really
reassuring. Most nights, I will lose it for a moment as I loosen my grip in my sleep, but I always
retrieve it and wake up with it in the morning,” says Roulet. Her husband thinks it is hysterical, but
she has never let any man come between her and her Kaporji. “I very clearly explained I’m not clingy
when it comes to the person sharing my bed, but definitely when it comes to my Kaporji. I don’t
think I left any room for argument,” she says, laughing.
She did not remain as close with her grandmother, whom she saw only every few years and
who has since died from dementia, but they always shared this bond, although they never spoke of
it. “At the end, she was forgetting things, but every time I visited she would open her drawer and
take out a sari. She never forgot that,” she says. “I’m very grateful for the fact that I have this
connection, this thread – several threads – that run through our lives together.”
The meaning of these transitional objects can resonate in adulthood for others, too.
Occasionally, Graham will talk to Ted, who now sits on a bookcase near his chair. “Now and again,
something will happen of significance and I’ll sit him on my lap and say: ‘What do you think about
that, Ted?’ Or it can be a silent chat. I don’t have to say any words. It sounds daft, but I’m not
ashamed of it; I realise what a part of me he is,” he says.

For Saskia, it is the memories evoked by her doll that have significance. “My mum working so
hard, and late, still thinking of me on her way home. Family holidays, stupid games with my brother.
My nan, who had arthritis, knitting her a scarf and trying to sew her head back on,” she says. “The
older you get, the more meaningful these objects become in a different way.”
Even Chris, who lost his Boo-Boo before he was five, still carries a tissue around in his pocket
and touches it for comfort from time to time. As our conversation is about to come to an end, he is
suddenly startled by a memory. “It just flashed in front of me,” he says. “My youngest daughter, her
favourite soft toy was a penguin. When she was about 10, we were walking by the seaside in
Bournemouth and, unbeknown to us, she dropped this soft toy. About five minutes later, she said:
‘I’ve lost my Pingu!’ We were looking everywhere and all of a sudden I saw it drifting out to sea. My
daughter became really distressed – she was saying: ‘I love you, Pingu, don’t go, don’t go, don’t go!’
“It was February and it was snowing and I had no towel. I stripped down to my underpants
and went into the freezing sea; I swam out there and got it back, because it all came rushing back to
me – I understood, I just knew where she was. Maybe I was reliving that loss, of throwing my BooBoo into the fire. Until this conversation, I’d never put the two together.”
The meaning of these objects lives on long after we have outgrown them – whether we
realise it or not. What made Linus compelling, according to Schulz’s widow Jean, is that, through
him, her husband was able to indicate that security is not just about a little child with a blanket.
“There is one comic strip that I love,” she says – one that is on display in the London exhibition.
“Linus is fighting with Snoopy for his blanket and when he finally gets it back, he says something
like: “Security must be won over and over and over again.””

2. ‘Affordances for 1- to 3-year-olds’ risky play in Early Childhood Education and
Care’ (by Rasmus Kleppe in the Journal of Early Childhood Research, March 2018)
“This article focuses on how Early Childhood Education and Care institutions provide for 1- to 3year-olds’ risky play—a previously little researched topic—utilizing data from an exploratory, smallscale study investigating aspects of risky play in the age-group. The main findings describe how
three essentially different Early Childhood Education and Care centers provide different
opportunities for risky play. These environments are assessed with the theoretical concept of
affordance and suggest that versatile, flexible, and complex environments and equipment—with
little objective risk—are optimal for children’s risky play in this age-group. Being a new topic, the
affordance assessment is discussed in relation to a standardized measurement, the Infant-Toddler
Environment Rating Scale—Revised edition. Findings indicate that the two approaches partly
coincide but also that there are discrepancies. Interpretations and implications are discussed.”
This article can be accessed here:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323648087_Affordances_for_1-_to_3-yearolds'_risky_play_in_Early_Childhood_Education_and_Care.

3. ‘A Mid-Winter’s Hello’ (by Lucy Power at Rowanbank:
http://www.rowanbank.org.uk/about/)
“Dear friends and colleagues,
At this dark and cold time of the year we thought we'd share some of our wintery magic with
you….So here's Rowanbank's annual Winter "hello" to wish you all a very Happy Festive Season,
and to let you know about the exciting projects we've been involved in since we were last in touch,
as well as some of our plans for 2019…If you don’t have time to read this, then just take a peek at
some of our lovely photos at the bottom of this message!
•
Over 2250 people joined our Magical Woodland Walks in 2018! The walks involve ‘forest
creatures’ appearing from high up in the trees, performing acrobatic aerial tricks,
accompanied by our very own woodland musicians, storytellers, stilt walkers, hula hoopers
and puppets. Our clients included: RSPB, The Woodland Trust, The Forestry Commission,
Edinburgh and Lothian Greenspace Trust, Scottish Borders Council, West Lothian Council,
Scottish Natural Heritage, The Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh, Castlemilk Housing
Association, Mhor Events and Falkirk Community Trust.
•
Those of you who came along to our Tree Circus in the Botanics this Summer, will know just
how busy our events can be. Wow - what a fabulous celebration for the opening of the
fantastic Pianodrome, as part of the Edinburgh Fringe Festival!!
•
And when there are no trees, we just imagine them! As part of Scottish Natural Heritage’s
EcoCoLIFE Project and The Woodland Trust’s Street Trees Project, we’ve developed a brand
new circus show, Imaginary Forests, which has been touring shopping centres and other
unlikely urban settings throughout 2018. Imaginary Forests is a theatrical feast, delighting
audiences, both young & old. This interactive production uses trapeze, music, stilt walking
and acrobatics to tell a magical story of how we’re all connected to nature. If you missed the
tour, don’t worry as you can still take a wee peek at the short films following Granny
Lichenleaf, Lulu Whizzlegs, Moomai Shimmerpop, Tunnthunker & Azan Shooopard, as they
navigate their way through the urban landscape of Central Scotland (find them on
our Facebook page). They are guaranteed to make you giggle! Please like & share them too :
0)
•
Vegware UK’s Community Fund has continued to give us a monthly donation to support our
work. This has enabled us to match fund many of our most innovative projects, including
setting up a new forest school and nature play setting in Blackburn, West Lothian, and
providing free community events in urban woodlands and parks. Vegware’s support is
invaluable to us, and is currently helping to make our woodland learning projects, in socially
deprived areas of Scotland, possible.
•
Woodland learning in Pilrig Park, Leith; Blackburn, West Lothian; Craigmillar and
Westerhailes, Edinburgh. The woodland areas we have ‘adopted’ have all been subject to lots
of anti-social behaviour problems. With the help of Business in the Community and their
amazing volunteers from the Royal London Group, the City of Edinburgh Council, West
Lothian Council, Friends of Pilrig Park, Polarn o Pyret, Vegware, Nairns and the enthusiastic
staff and children from the local schools & nurseries, we have transformed these areas into
much loved and positively used forest school and nature play sites, where children can play
and learn.

•

•
•

•

•
•

Our creative approaches to out-door learning CPD sessions have continued to be
very popular - inspiring staff teams across Edinburgh and the Lothians to use their school
grounds and local green spaces in creative ways. And everyone loves our 'imaginary forest'
workshops for primary school children, where playgrounds are transformed into
forests, lamp-posts became oak trees, and lines on the tarmac are streams to jump across.
The 'children of the forest’ climbed to the top of 40 metre high trees, peeked into the nests of
white-tailed eagles, picked cherries, brambles & apples and planted their seeds, and
forecasted the weather using scots pine cones...We made and drank elderberry & honey tea
using the storm kettle, and enjoyed stories about the importance of trees & bees….Weaving
numeracy, literacy & health and wellbeing into learning through play.
We loved performing at the Outlander wrap party again, especially as the theme this year
was DISCO! Our aerial artists and hula hoopers rocked the dance floor of course!
Renewable energy is still the future. We also love working on our inspiring renewable
energy education project - 'Under the Sky’. Scottish Renewables are supporters of this
project. Click here to find out more about how to support this important work:
http://www.rowanbank.org.uk/renewables/ and follow us on Facebook to keep up to date
with this, and our other environmental arts & education projects. This year we've continued
our work as Innogy Renewables UK’s education partner, taking children in Goole on tours of
their local wind farm.
Lucy continues to teach for All or Nothing Aerial Dance Theatre and Dancebase, who
provide aerial classes for all ages. Don’t let anyone tell you that you are too old to learn to
fly!!
We have also continued to run regular workshops for Historic Environment Scotland, taking
primary school children on educational tours in Perth, Dunfermline and Dunblane.
Blaeberry Woods in West Lothian will be the next stop for our Spring Equinox Magical
Woodland Walk and Imaginary Forest Project, in March 2019 (funded by the Forestry
Commission’s Community Fund and The Woodland Trust); and follow us on Facebook
for announcements about our performances as part of the New Year Fire & Light
celebrations at the Kelpies (Helix Park, Falkirk); Imaginary Forests and Magical Woodland
Walks in Cumbernauld in February and in Craigmillar in March 2019, and of course our
Summer 2019 tour.

If you would like more information on any of the above, or to hear more about the other exciting
projects we have in store for 2019, please get in touch, or follow us on Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter.
A special thank you to all our performers and workshop facilitators, and also our photographers,
especially Helen Pugh Photography, Polifilm and Vikki Bruce for capturing some magical moments
and kindly sharing their fabulous photos with us.
We look forward to working with you in 2019.
See you in the woods (or perhaps on the beach!)
Best wishes,
Lucy (and the rest of the Rowanbank Team)”

With the warmest of wishes,
Lynn and the Cowgate Team

“A child who lacks experience will not know his capabilities and
is more likely to encounter danger” (Froebel in Lilley 1967)

“Corran being Froebelian” Simon Bateson, father

Background Picture Credit: UNICEF Chistmas Card

